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Journalistic Nose Smells
Scandals Galore in East
S.F. Chronicle Claims"Snotty Reporter Blows
Oakland For Albania"

Jefco Photo

exposed all the good stuff at
CHORI (see Nudity, Issue 8, June
15, 1993). But I've heard that the
eastern block (Albania) is full of
corruption, greed, and nepotism so
I actually have a chance of finding
a real job that's suited to my
innate talents."
Editor Scott also responded to
the groundless accusations published in the San Francisco
Chronicle, Christian Science
Monitor, New York Times, and
The Vatican Today that the W H N is
fleeing from crowds of angry citizens carrying bags of feathers and buckets of tar.
The W H N emphatically claims that at no
time has any employee run in blind fear
from irate, irrational, and degenerate read-

Winner of WHN Fiat Contest Donates Cash
Prize to the World Headline News Charities !

ers of the W H N . Indeed, Editor Scott
claims, "I've got perfect vision......and let
me tell you, it's a good thing! I can see'em
comin' from a long ways off. Oh, Oh-gotta run!"
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Oakland (WHN) After having faithfully
served the East Bay for over six months, The
World Headline News is leaving. As first
announced in Issue 3 (February 22, 1993), the
World Headline News is moving its corporate office from Oakland, California to Albany,
New York.
The Publisher of the News , Mark Scott,
stated that this difficult decision came after a
series of successful lawsuits by such "scandalous bums" as Mother Theresa, Prince
Charles, and Dan Quayle before the liberal
judges of the San Francisco Federal
Courts. Quoting Senator Jessie Helms
(Issue 8, June 15, 1993) Editor Scott
claims California is a center of "liberal
perversity" which has made a mockery of
the concept of a free press. In addition,
Editor Scott states "...besides we've

Oakland (WHN) Ms. Charis Wagner, winner of the highly popular "FIAT
Goes Boom" contest has donated her six figure cash prize* to the
W o r l d H e a d l i n e N e w s C h a r i t i e s . The Honorable I. Rob M. All, Chairman of
the W H N C h a r i t i e s , states that this money will be used to feed the poor of
Albania. A large quantity (384,000 mg) of spam has already been purchased and is
being sent to Dr. John Eaton, Far East Correspondent for the W H N , for distribution.
Ms. Wagner states that her generosity is part of an out of court settlement in the
Club Nude Scandal (Issue 8, June 15, 1993) and in no way reflects any philanthropic
tendency on her part. Further court imposed penalties on Ms. Wagner include working
with Dr. Alexander H. Lucas. Appeals to the Supreme Court regarding this latter
Oakland (WHN) Dr. Sam Test recently set penalty are under way. Ms. Wagner's lawyer, Mr. Daddy Wagner, assures the W H N
a W H N sports record by successfully drink- that he has sufficient evidence to prove that working for Dr. Lucas constitutes cruel and
ing a beer while simultaneously sucking on 3 unusual punishment, a direct violation of the constitution.
golf balls. Dr. Test's record has been recog* 0.000164785¢
nized by the Laverne and Shirley Sports
Hall of Fame of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Speaking from his hospital bed, following
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an emergency colonoscopy, Dr. Test
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informed the W H N that while quite exciting,
Law Firm: The Slick Willy Firm of Wesson, Oyle, and
Hillary II
this sport can be "a gut wrenching experiThe publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity
ence" and should only be done by trained
to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity. All requests to
retract and correct wrongful information will be met with glee
Today's Quote:
professionals such as himself.
and giggles....
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Gut Wrenching Experience for
CHORI Investigator
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Albany, New York

"Four More Grants"

Dr. Bert Lubin to CHORI Staff
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Rat Abandons
Ship...
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Makes More Room for
Decent Human Beings!
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Banquet Celebrates Departure
of Scientist
Oakland (WHN) A banquet was held in the new CHORI lunchroom to
celebrate the departure of Dr. Mark Scott. Dr. Scott was feted by an overflow crowd of.... well somebody might have been there..........(nah!).
According to WHNs Social Affairs Correspondent, Ms. Emil E. Poste,
no expense was too little. Chefs from around the world (most arriving

for Kathleen Hogue Gonzalez, $.¢.¢. by anonymous*

Oakland (WHN) The celebration continues over the news that Dr.
Mark Scott, a.k.a. Dr. Rat, is leaving CHORI. Dr. Rat's history at
Children's is a story of greed (have you ever seen how MANY cookies
he takes at seminars), corruption (I would never leave my daughter
alone with him!), sick humor (I need only say one word, BAMBI), and
vile editorials (see World Headline News ). So what can any of us
say but, "Hurrah, Dr. Rat is leaving!"
However, as decent, fair minded individuals we must ask the question, "What effect will Dr. Rat's leaving have on CHORI?" The
answer my friend is (blowing in the wind?) that life will be better for
all of us. First, new lab space is being opened up to recruit a honest,
moral, well-endowed (grant wise! I'm ashamed of you readers!) individual. Second, we won't have to suffer through any more tacky picnic
advertising campaigns for what should be a very cultured
(Salmonella?, ed.) affair. Third, less of us will have to receive the
World Headline News . Lastly, we can turn our computer problems
over to someone more competent (e.g., "Bert, my SCSI chain, PRAM,
RAM, system 7 enabler, and hard disk have all bombed! Could you
come and fix it right NOW!").
Yes, I say that we are about to enter the Golden Era of CHORI.
Thus, I would like to publically thank the Albany Medical Center for
taking Dr. Rat off our hands. Now if we could only get rid of that Dr.
Ωñ†™ (ooppps!).
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*KHG did not meet the deadline for this edition of the W H N , thus a substitute columnist
was found. KHG claims no responsibility for what follows...

recently on unregistered ocean vessels) were forced to prepare the feast.
The menu consisted of.... well we're not sure what the items were..... Ms.
Poste states that a "soup-like substance" contained some noodle type
things, while the meat (?) was very chewy and was reminiscent of tar.
Further information regarding the banquet was not forth coming as Ms.
Poste's stomach was busily being pumped.
See related story--Ms. Emil E. Poste, noted gourmet, dies at age 34

ALIENS ABDUCT CHORI
SCIENTIST! BRAINS
TURNED T O MUSH!
by Samuel T. Test, M.D.

Oakland (WHN) Investigative reporters for the
Dr. Sam T. Test
W o r l d H e a d l i n e N e w s have recently uncovered
startling evidence that CHORI investigator Mark Scott, Ph.D. was abducted by ruthless aliens on March 5, 1993, transported to their space ship, and
force fed unknown substances which culminated in the total liquefaction of
see related stories: Dr. Rat gets NIH grant! and CHORI puts out rat bait!
his brains, which were subsequently replaced with hominy grits. It is
assumed that the technology of the alien race was far in advance of ours, in
"Hey Bert, my Word program is acting up again, could you reinstall it for me?"
that they were able to detect the presence of any cerebral matter in Dr.
Scott to begin with. Traces of an unknown rocket fuel resembling Pepto
Bismol, along with a large letter “X” burned into the ground, were found at the site of the spaceship crater, near Mountain View Cemetery in
Oakland, CA. Also found lying on the ground at the site was what appeared to be a cleanly severed Louisiana Hot that Dr. Scott was holding in his
hand earlier in the day. When questioned, Dr. Scott could remember little of the incident, except that the aliens called each other by the names
Sirach Gewran and Exal Scaul and kept muttering “Mars in it, mars in it.” W H N believes that this incident explains the strange behavior of Dr.
Scott over the past few months; we are still searching for an explanation of his behavior before that time.

Surviving In The Far North! Science Provides New Ways to
While-A-Way Those Winter Months
Albania (WHN) Scientists at the Albany Medical Center have recently discovered a means by which the monotony of the long Albanian winters
can be conquered. In an exclusive report, W H N ace technology reporter Michael Jackson tries out the "Hibernation Chamber". Unfortunately
Reporter Jackson will not file his report until the year 2013.
However, Inventors Drs. Rip V. Winkle and Ricardo Monteban state that using the chamber not only results in the complete rejuvenation of an individual, but also allows the user to
Optional U.V.
miss 20 Albanian winters prior to their reawakening (in early spring). In an attempt to appeal
Lamps!
to the California market, Drs. Winkle and Monteban said that suntanning lamps will be
installed in the Hibernation Chamber so that the patron will awake not only refreshed, but
with a great tan as well. The California model will be sold as the "You Loooook Maaahvolous
Hibernation Chamber" and is expected to retail for $1,738,613,995.99. The base price does
not include the optional Yani Muzak System or the rose colored plexiglass shield. W H N
Consumer Affairs Reporter P.T. Barnum says orders have already been placed by
Ace Reporter Michael Jackson
Shirley McClain, Ronald Reagan, NASA, and our own Mark and Wendy Scott.
Tries It Out!
see related story-Couple Plans for 22nd Wedding Anniversary
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